




Julie Cook’s photographic work evidences a fascination for representations of the body, 
sexuality, voyeurism and the places and spaces of the exotic dance industry in London and 
Las Vegas.

Sightlines: Public and Private (Lives) takes us on a slick exotic historical journey, divided into 
several chapters - from Las Vegas Diaries, to the improvised character of ‘Olympia Moments 
Ltd’, a chain of alternative strip venues run by the dancers themselves in the back rooms and 
basements of London pubs. Cook is intrigued as much by the dancers’ ‘ordinary’ bodies as she 
is by the sensual persona they create by ‘dressing up’. Another interest is the highly specialised 
and unusual architecture of strip clubs and the levels of influence and control that these 
environments assert. 

Julie Cook (b.St Albans, Herts) has engaged with the issue of voyeurism within personal 
and public spaces of the city she is a Senior Lecturer in Photography at University of East 
London. www.juliecookphotography.com

Sightlines: Public and Private (Lives)  
Curated by Matthew Shaul 

Lara Clifton a former dancer on the 
history of erotic performance in London.

Dr Nerys Mathias a photographic 
artist will discuss women and the 
representation of the male nude.

Photographer, architect, and 
photographic critic Gerry Badger 
will discuss the erotic portrait. 
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Paul Davies is co author and publisher 
of Julie Cook’s publications and is the 
subject of many of her photographs – 
he is a lecturer at London South Bank 
University and writer on architecture.

Blanche Dubois is a burlesque performer 
and lip syncher who will deliver a 
performance to conclude the symposium.

Symposium: Lecture theatre A161, Lindop Building, College Lane, Hatfield AL10 9AB
On Saturday December 5th, 11.00am – 5.00pm an esteemed group of photographers, 
filmmakers, architects, and dance specialists will gather at the University of Hertfordshire to 
discuss the issues raised and debated in Julie Cook’s exhibition. Final details to be confirmed 
but participating specialists include:

Cover Image: Las Vegas Diaries, The Strip, 12.2002. Opposite top: Beauties of Today, Fred Bear, 2009. Bottom left: Some Las 
Vegas Strip Clubs, Sheri’s Cabaret, 2580 S Highland St, 2006. Bottom right: Beauties of Today, Lolita Valentine, 2010

Admission (including lunch): £30.00 Full £15.00 Concessions, Free for UH students



University of Hertfordshire Galleries
Art and Design Gallery 
College Lane, Hatfield, AL10 9AB
+44 (0) 1707 2856513
uharts@herts.ac.uk 
www.herts.ac.uk/artsandgalleries

20 November 2015 - 16 January 2016 
Exhibition Closed: Thursday December 24 – Monday January 4 (inclusive)

Sightlines: Public and Private (Lives) - Julie Cook

Opening Hours:
Monday to Friday 9.00am - 5.00pm 
Saturday 9.30am - 3.30pm
Admission free
Artist’s Reception
19th November 6 - 8.30pm
Artists Gallery talk 7.00pm
Symposium Day
Saturday 5th December, 11.00 am - 5.00pm
Admission: £30.00 full, £15 concessions 
free for students
Venue: Lindop Building, UH College Lane Campus

Image: Some Las Vegas Strip Clubs, Minxx VIP Room, 2005
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